ART. 92]
METHOD OF DIFFERENTIATION.
9O.    We may also enquire the law of force when it is given that the attraction of every thin spherical shell is zero at all internal points.   We then find
F(a + r)-F(a-r) = Ar ................................. (6).
Differentiate twice with respect to r, we find F" (a + r) = F" (a~r). Since both a and r are independent variables, this as before requires that each side should be equal to some constant £. We then find
where 2/3= A    The only law of force is therefore that of the inverse square.
91. We have assumed in this investigation that the law of force is required to be independent of the radius of the spherical shell. If we remove this restriction, there may be other laws of force which make the attraction of a given shell at all external points equal to that of a central mass*.
To determine these laws we must solve equation (2) without differentiating it with regard to a] because a is no longer arbitrary. Since (2) is linear, we follow the rule in differential equations and put F (i^er^+Me^, where the first term represents a particular integral introduced to clear (2) of the term Ar. Substituting this value of F(r) in (2) we arrive at the equation e^-e-w^Zpa. This equation gives all the possible values of p.
This equation has three roots equal to zero and has no other real values of pa. These lead to the value of F(r) given in (4). To find the imaginary roots we put pa=a + pi, we then have cosjS. sinha=a, sinj3.cosha=/3. By roughly tracing these curves (regarding a and 0 as coordinates) we find that there is an intersection between p=2mr and (2?z + ^)7r, where n is any integer except zero. There is therefore a possible law of potential which however is a function of the radius of the spherical surface.
We may obtain a simpler result if we enquire when the potential of a thin shell can be equal to that of a central particle whose mass is //, times that of the shell. The right-hand side of (2) must then be multiplied by p and we have A = Q. We then find epa — e~Pa=2fj,pa. This equation determines JJL when p has any given real
| value.    The law of potential is/(?-) = (Be*"+ Oe-^/r.    This law is the same for all \
I spheres but the ratio of the central mass to that of the shell depends on the radius.
§ That this law of potential satisfies the conditions given above is easily verified by
I actual integration.
92. Method of differentiation. Let the potential of a* homogeneous body of density p at any point P, (f, ??, f), be F = <£(£, ??, f). If we move the body a small distance dt;, the point P remaining fixed, the potential at P of the body in its new position is V—(dV/d%)df;. Let us now construct a composite body whose density at any point Q is the difference of the densities at Q of the given body in its two positions. Since the boundaries are not the same, the composite body consists solely of a thin layer • of matter placed on the boundary of the given body. The surface
* It is stated in Nature, No. 1572, Dec. 1899, that Dr Bakker has written a paper on this subject in the Proceedings of the Boyal Academy of Sciences of Amsterdam. The author has not been able to see this memoir.

